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President’s Report
Having just received a second e-mail from the Editor…………………..
“Hi Roger
How are you going with your report?
Busy day yesterday – 719 pax with only 9 members to manage the crowds!
Cheers
Trish”
Reminding me for my report I thought I had better get to it! As you can see from the short note Trish sent to
me the Wilson run was very busy but with insufficient members really to run it. Or at the very least enough to
give people a bit of a break. I’m not sure just what is the right thing to do regarding this matter. Over the years
there has been talk about rosters for both the Niana run on the 1st Sunday and also the Wilson 3rd Sunday run
There are both pros and cons regarding this, and of course the main thing is that someone would have to
manage those rosters and all that entails. This in itself can be a huge job as members don’t necessarily know
when they are available and then, as is often the case, the actual number of patrons on a given Sunday varies
for many different reasons. As with the 1st Sunday runs there is a core group of the membership who are
always there and this is also true on the 3rd Sunday run as well. Then there is always the 3rd Friday night group
and also members that turn up on most Saturday mornings, as well as the Wednesday crew. Fortunately due
to the station layout, and the Wilson run is mostly without steam, it can be run with fewer railway staff. There
are always 3 trains taken out with often only 2 trains in operation, but as those who are regularly involved
know the passenger numbers for Wilson have been increasing steadily with almost as many passengers as
the 1st Sunday runs. It is also true I think that the Wilson run is often steady for the whole of the operating time
whereas Niana tends to be very busy for the first two hours then tapers off.
I should point out that I was not there myself and do not wish to force any particular ideas as to what is the
way forward, but would ask that those members who regularly turn up to the Wilson run give it some thought
and forward your suggestions to Trish. I would just like to say however that all members join our railway with
different amounts of both time and desire to be involved. I do sometimes think that members stay away
thinking there will be plenty of others there and they don’t want to spend time and money driving a long way to
find they were not required. Then there are newer members who don’t have the necessary qualifications and
perhaps feel they can’t participate. With all this said it comes back to the membership letting members of your
committee know your thoughts and ideas. It’s really a fine balance between not enough and too many that can
lead to boredom and disenchantment.
On another note I would like to thank all who have been involved on workdays. Firstly the 2nd Saturday Work
day. There were a smaller number than in the recent times but once again the small but well organised group
managed to replace 130 sleepers out in the wetlands. This now leaves about another 150 to be replaced,
which will then see the whole of the wetland main line with plastic sleepers. This is a fantastic achievement
both in the work done and its overall cost and should see time spent on track maintenance greatly reduced. It
also reflects on the zero derailments due to poor track in that area. Other areas on the day where work was
being done was both signals and the canteen area. Also on the Friday there were members welding lengths of
Tee Rail for the Fern Road loop. The 3rd Friday work night saw about 9 members turn up with work on the
guardrails for the road crossing into the clubrooms parking. Dependable was having its drive train worked on
and hydraulics. The instructor’s car for Dennis also was worked on and others were drilling the new Tee Rail
ends for fishplates. Also work was carried out on the old wooden gondola frames ready for their new steel
cladding.
The next day there were also about 7 members working on the canteen area with others from the signal
department working on a new auto signal switching for the set of points for the clubroom loop. On top of this
there was also the regular Wednesday crew who each week relentlessly chip away on so many general
maintenance tasks. It is this combination of different groups working on different days that has seen so much
achieved in recent times. Of course it is often the same members who turn up regularly on all these days.
Some from time to time mumble about the same old few turning up, but there has been an increase in member
participation on workdays and projects and I remind everyone that we all join CMR for different reasons and
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have different amounts of time to commit in our own fields of interest at the railway. At least I think it is fair to
say that all members are on the same page and moving forward together.

Roger Matthews
President, Castledare Miniature Railway

*************************************************

TRAIN DYNAMICS – SOME SHORT LESSONS
Part 3- Couplings.
In this 3rd article I can open by safely saying that CMR has inherited quite a variety of yoke couplings with
some unusual methods of connecting to the rolling stock. It was mentioned in Part 2 that these “connections”
actually cause derailments and this is something that we should avoid. So we shall try to talk about couplings
in simple terms and reflect on a little history as we must understand what was trying to be done and if
somebody decides to change something, then serious problems can arise!
CMR has understandably adopted the old WAGR yoke buffer style of coupling which is better known as the
Norwegian Yoke Buffer or Jones type. There are variants around such as the Mills (designed by Fred himself
for WAGR passenger), the NCDA (Norwegian Conversion Double Articulated) introduced by Clarke to the
WAGR and the African / Indian metre gauge MCA. South Australia used a “bell” mouth variant.
The very first railway wagons actually used their side longitudinal members (large oak pieces that were
positioned above the axle boxes) that protruded past the headstock. This has set the height and lateral
position of side buffers into modern times. The headstock had a centre hook to which a chain could be used to
tow the wagons along. As the headstock was wood, it soon became necessary to join these hooks with a rod
and thus commenced continuous draw gear. The interconnecting long link chain was then long enough to
stretch out and allow wagons to negotiate curves without the side buffing members contacting and locking.
One can imagine the jerks from the slack in the chain!
Quite early it was recognized that side buffers were dangerous and one early attempt was a central hollow
buffer with a chain link that entered another buffer and the shunter dropped in a vertical pin. These were used
in the USA, Africa and South America and can still be seen today on small mine wagons. This arrangement
was just as dangerous as side buffers as the chain link required hand guidance. Thus the move commenced
on the grounds of safety and convenience to produce a central automatic coupling. We shall concentrate
mainly on the Norwegian yoke but will take a look at the automatic type once known as the Janney. The yoke
type proved quite popular on narrow gauge railways around Europe as there was no interchange with
standard gauge and it was simple, cheap and lightweight and thus “flowed” out to the colonies so to speak.
Safety chains with hooks were employed between vehicles that were of little value when train sizes increased.
The “hook” that was used was known as a drag hook that gives a clue that it was not employed to take
compression or buff. That is, the pins used with the drag hook only acted in tension that generally is about half
the buff force in train action and far less than shunting impact forces. This keeps the pins at a reasonably
manageable size and do not bend. The drag hook quickly earned a new name, ”chopper”. The chopper was
meant to stay at one end of a wagon and track layouts were developed to assist keeping it that way, unless
you went from Fremantle to East Perth, then Armadale and then came back to Freo.
The original yoke couplings were employed on wooden under framed wagons and like the hook type, was
developed as a “continuous” connection. This involved a tail shank or bolt from the buffer body which
connected the other buffer via rectangular link and nuts at the centre of the wagon. Thus the buffing heads at
each end of the wagon did not have lateral movement. This is extremely important as this eliminates lateral
jackknifing when in compression and thus there are very minimal lateral forces trying to push the end of the
wagon sideways.
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To couple, there must be some free slack between the yoke buffer faces to allow the drag hook to engage
over the pin. This “gap” between the faces then allows vertical movement between the wagons and thus the
springing of rolling stock becomes critical and must be controlled. For CMR this limits spring deflection to
20mm that is the current spring free to solid movement, the right choice if you take a look at the following
diagrams. The coupler height is also critical and MUST be adjusted for wheel diameter change. The WAGR
had “cod” pieces (pronounced “code”) to pack above the axle boxes for height adjustment. This was a minor
shortcoming of the Norwegian Yoke arrangement. You will also note from the diagrams that the throat depth of
the “mouth” is also critical in that it has to be sufficient to allow vertical inter-vehicle movement yet not lift the
chopper to uncouple, but then again, it has to support a chopper to allow auto coupling. The width of the “face”
is also important in that there must be sufficient width and depth so as not to catch and lock in the mouth of
the mating buffer during train compression or buff on curves. This was evident on the CMR yellow set lead
coupling where for some reason the buffing face size had been cut down.
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One of the most important features shown in the diagrams are the elongated holes in the “fixed” link or D-link
(D for drag) that was mandatory between passenger coaches especially with interconnecting gangways on the
old WAGR for obvious reasons. The links that I have seen on the CMR have not been elongated and thus
cannot function correctly and contribute to lateral displacement (and forces) as mentioned in the last article a
cause of derailments as well as bent coupling pins.
The 5mm gap allows for curve negotiation and thus sets limits on the relationship of vehicles on
curves and the minimum curve radius.
South Australia used a modified version of the yoke buffer on their n.g. network that had a bell mouth partly for
curve negotiation and two thinner drag hooks to eliminate the problem described above re the Armadale
journey. New Zealand added a larger wider buffing face for curves when they went to car carrying “vans” that
are 23m long.
We have already covered the point that couplings do not go on bogies but from the above we could
summarize the important issues of yoke buffers;
- there must be a 5mm face gap in tension
- there must be controlled springing of the vehicles
- the above rail height must be controlled
- the D-Link must have elongated pinholes
- they are not designed for swinging sideways or vertically
A later improvement that helped to bring down a railway commissioner was the NCDA used here in the west.
This was the Norwegian Conversion Double Articulated where the head under control of a belville washer or
spring could move up and down. This then allowed for the adjusting screw and thus close coupling for
passenger stock. The head articulation was blamed for some derailments in freight service. The introduction of
NCDA allowed the locomotive “pull” to be increased from 33,000lbs to 54,000lbs thus overcoming the limit of
locomotive efforts. (the S, ASG and V classes were essentially 32,500lbd t.e. machines) The NCDA draft was
controlled via a Spencer-Moulton rubber “spring” package that gave a degree of damping or energy
absorption. The WAGR developed their Improved Yoke for local manufacture to replace reliance on the NCDA
and it’s tainted past (another story!).
Too late for further yoke development there was a job given to me in 1968 where we added some tubular
rubber springs as “inners” for the Improved Yoke steel sprung draft pack. This idea was taken from the
Cardwell s.g. draft packages. A trial was commenced but I assume that the wagons went to scrap some years
later.
Now for the JANNEY coupler, better know today as the “automatic” or monkey grip that emanated out of the
USA. This central buffer / coupler has a swinging “knuckle” that is held in place by a locking block. With no pin
to take the draw load the strength can be enormous. In draft the tension is 7 times that of the Improved Yoke.
The buffing load is designed for an impact force of loaded wagons colliding in a runaway situation in a hump
shunting yard at 20km/hr! The advantage of the monkey grip knuckles is that they have 254 or 305mm long
faces and thus longer spring travel is allowed and wagons are not adjusted for wheel tread wear as they can
travel with half knuckle face engagement. They are not designed to swing free on the end of any rolling stock.
Somebody has mentioned that the automatic coupler is safer in a rollover situation as they are very strong.
This is not so as the knuckle faces can just slide apart. This is less safe than the yoke type that uses link
connection for passenger service. However, we are only talking about the E type coupler which is a pretty
loose connection being of castings and subject to knuckle face wear. There can be a lot of “free” slack. There
is a type F Interlocking coupler for freight use which is of tighter tolerances, does not have knuckle wear but
has a sprung carrier to allow for vertical wagon movement (bounce) and height variation. These will stay
coupled in a derailment! In fact you can see Rio Tinto wagons lying parallel to each other with the F types still
locked together. The under frame ends are not so straight!
Then there is passenger.....in North America they have the H Tight-lock which is a long shank type based on
the F but of tighter tolerances (machined knuckle faces) and with some other built in features for free slack
control. In Australia the IP and Over-land cars use a “bastardised” lighter version that allows the knuckles to
slide with the aid of lubrication and keeping the height adjustment under control. These are renowned for noise
as the coupler shanks bounce around.
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Long shank has been highlighted (above) these are used where there is a long “overhang” of a vehicle like a
passenger car or a 25m freight wagon where the bogie centres are in from the ends. Although it is desirable to
have bogies as close to the ends as possible (for better ride dynamics) they are shifted inwards to optimise
width. Some CMR stock would benefit to have a longer shank coupler fitted and the “swivel” pin back in from
the headstock. This would reduce the “throw” effect that long vehicles with overhang can impose to the
adjacent vehicle, it can be quite savage, if you want to observe this just watch the couplings through the CMR
S bend and then go back and reread the previous two articles!
Both the F and H will carry a failed coupler after a “pullout”, that is, it will not drop a coupler under a train that
is very heartening indeed if you are a passenger! The E type can have a bottom shelf to undertake a similar
task. Many freight operators take the option of no shelf so that wagons can part in a derailment. In the USA it
is now mandatory to have a top and bottom shelf on tank wagons as it has been found that vertical parting in
accidents can have the couplers puncture the tank ends. This is great because some of the chemicals they
carry are very very nasty.
I have not seen anything other than a simple E type auto coupler modeled. One very specific feature of auto
couplers is that the knuckle and coupler body faces have what is called a No. 10A contour. This contour is
designed for couplers to push in a straight line to avoid jackknifing, perhaps you should go back to an earlier
paragraph (No.6) to be exact, as this is also the basis of the Norwegian Yoke.
Two diagrams of the E and F types follow. The “true” E is the most proliferated coupler in the world. Note that
it has very confined space for lateral movement and uses a Murray key that unfortunately Aussies do not like.
Both couplers have a “horn” block behind the knuckle with a gap to the striker casting in the U/F end. This gap
is slightly greater than the draft package “spring” travel. This is to allow the coupler shank to be shortened
under massive impact and then the horn hits the striker. This then prevents the assembly from being driven
through to dislodge the bogie centre casting and subsequent loss of the bogie etc. Thus safety prevails
again.
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Castledare Gallery
wwwFrom the Archiveswww
(Kindly donated by the Bowyers from the scrapbook of Doug Skewes)

*************************************************
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FROM THE SECRETARY’S DESK
Notes from the last Committee Meeting – these are only a brief summary of some of the items discussed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rule book revision – now 2011 has been printed and available for distribution commencing the July run day – if
you have not received your copy, please see either Sue or Ken Belcher
Discussion re replacement and / or refurbishment of wooden footbridge and also extension of the picnic grounds
– financial support for the project to be sourced
Dependable has been taken off the roster for a complete service
3 gondolas which are currently stored in workshop are to be rebuilt - work progressing
th
Reverse run day is to be held on the Sunday 24 July as a charity day for Retinitis Australia – members
assistance is required on this day
Plastic sleeper upgrade progressing, particularly in the wetland area
Security of club facilities discussed
General members meetings now to be held quarterly – the next being September 2011
New radios have been purchased (radios are to be used not abused by members who borrow them for the run
day – all due care should be taken)

DATES FOR THE DIARY:
Public Run Days
th

7 August – Niana Station – Duty Officer – David Lyons
st
21 August—Wilson Station—Duty Officer—Trish Stuart
th
4 September—Niana Station—Duty Officer—Craig Belcher
th
18 September—Wilson Station—Duty Officer—Trish Stuart

Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

Work days / nights – all members welcome to participate
Friday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Friday

th

15 July – Work Night
th
20 July—Work Day
th
27 July—Work Day
rd
3 August—Work Day
th
6 August—preparation of track for Sunday Run
th
10 August—Work Day
th
13 August—Track Work Day
th
17 August—Work Day
th
19 August—Work Night

Times for the workdays are as follows:

Wednesday
Saturday
Friday

9am – 3pm - byo lunch
9am – 3pm – byo lunch
4pm – 9pm – evening meal provided

Times for workdays are generally flexible – feel free to come when you can and go when you must
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General Dates for inclusion in your Diary –
th

Sunday

24 July—Retinitis Foundation run – 10am – 2pm – the railway will be open for the public and the day is
being organized by the foundation in an endeavour to raise some much needed funds to assist with their
research, etc. into this disease. If you are able to assist on the day, please advise the Secretary. It is
planned to ‘reverse run’ the railway on this occasion

Saturday

6 August – Preparation of the railway for Sunday run

Friday

12 August – Committee meeting at 5.30pm

th

th

FORTHCOMING EVENTS:
�Diamond Valley Railway, Eltham in Victoria will be celebrating their 50 Anniversary in October this year.
nd
rd
Activities will be held on the weekend 22 and 23 October – check out the DVR website for more information.
Several members of the club are planning to attend, further information as it comes to hand.
th

DVR website address is:

www.dvr.com.au

Registration form for this is available from the Secretary, Ken Belcher
�The annual Sandgropers run will be held on Saturday 12 and Sunday 13 November – this will again be organised by
the South West Model Engineers at Forrest Park in Bunbury. From all reports, this is an excellent weekend enjoyed by
all who attend.
th

th

�Puffing Billy railway in Victoria will be holding the 2011 Spring Gala on Saturday 8 and Sunday 9 October. Further
details will be advised via the Events Page of the Puffing Billy website at: www.puffingbilly.com.au
It is proposed to have a 7¼” ground level track in operation for the weekend.
th

th

Registration form for this is available from the Secretary, Ken Belcher.
�The AALS convention for 2012 the convention will be hosted by Penfield Model Engineers, Adelaide, SA.Registration
forms are on the web sight

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS:
New Members:
Welcome aboard to:
Robin Balaam - a member of the railway many years ago now rejoined and, hopefully, renewed his
enthusiasm
We trust you will enjoy the time spent at the railway and become involved in the many and varied tasks that are
necessary .

*************************************************
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Comment from a Member
We have at last our "Operational Hand Book" in our hands, and that's good. I'd like to highlight one small inclusion so that
it glows in prominence. I refer to Clause 6, sub clause D, under "Instructions To Duty Officers".
Clause 6D reads as follows: "All members of CMR in attendance on public running days are expected to assist in the
operation of the railway, and are to comply with the instructions of the Duty Officer". The clause specifically uses the
words "All members of CMR in attendance". Very important wording.
This is a very necessary inclusion in the handbook that has been a long time coming. It is also something that, after
extensive consideration, the Management Committee obviously sees as important. It has come about, I think, because
there are a small number of CMR members who attend run days, but who act as "Peripheral Players". They enjoy the
sights and sounds, but distance themselves from the day’s operations. As I see it, this sub clause now gives our DOs the
authority, AND THE RESPONSIBILITY, to include these members in the day’s rostering, and I hope this starts to occur.
Maybe, just maybe, the day will come when the busy station staff (and this is only one area of need) will enjoy a rostered
lunch break, instead of having to leave the station short handed because they need some fodder to carry on (been there,
done that, many times!!). Having now provided the where-with-all in writing, it’s now up to the Management Committee to
empower and support our DOs in their recognised duty of including ALL attending members in the day’s roster. As a
saving grace, on most occasions when I have approached a "PP" and asked them to step in and help on a station gate or
some such over lunch, I've only had a couple knockbacks. Perhaps it's only a case of asking them at time of rostering. At
least now, there is a written requirement to assist. More power to the arms of our DOs.
Cheers,
Rob Cairns.

*************************************************

Wilson July Run
I would like to say a big ‘thank you’ to the Wilson gang who assisted in carrying 719 passengers on the Wilson run day.
The weather was warm, despite it beng mid winter, and this contributed to the many kid’s birthday parties that were held
in Wilson Park.
We ran three trains and were rushed off our feet with only 9 members in total to cope with the crowds. The Guards
doubled up as Station Staff and loaded their trains and punched tickets. Tania was kept busy in the Ticked Box and Eno
was assisting me with the Signals to complete his practical training.
The Wilson gang comprised of; Tania, Vic, Eno, Mike, John, Don, Tom, Rob and Morris was press-ganged into service
towards the end of the day. My thanks go to all.
The Wilson run days are growing in popularity and the hard core team who turn up every Wilson (and Niana) run day
would welcome other members to help spread the load. We run an efficient service for the public despite our small crew
numbers, and we still manage to enjoy ourselves although toilet breaks have to be negotiated J
Trish Stuart
Wilson DO

*************************************************
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Notice Board
For Sale
71/4 Black 5 chassis, complete and working on air. Tender almost complete. Copper boiler, silver soldered by Bob
Brown and pressure tested certified.
Reason for sale, failing strength and health! Buyer collects.
Can be inspected at:
4, Glenelg Way, Mandurah.
Telephone: 9582 0334. Cliff Pole
Price: $25,000.00

For Sale in the Canteen;
�CMR DVD - $5 each.
�CMR logo sew-on patches - $5 each.
Private Parties
Please note that Private parties, held on Public run days, MUST operate from the designated station of the day.

Security
Members are reminded not to leave valuables on display in parked cars. Vehicles parked on the top car park have been
broken into.

**************************************************

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
Please do not forget to advise the editor if you change your email address, or home address. This will ensure that you
always receive your Cinders and Soot notification, or ‘snail mail’ copy. Thank you.
th

If you wish to contribute an article to Cinders and Soot, please note that the closing date is the 15 of each month.
Please send your contributions to Trish Stuart at the email address on the page 2.
Thank you to all those who have submitted articles in recent months, our readers have told me that they
appreciate them – keep them coming.

*************************************************
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Sponsors of CMR

Brian Gardiner Motors
(08) 9279 7244

DiCandilo
(08) 9356 9000

Applied Fire Technology (08) 9478 3362

Rheem Australia (08) 9351 4293

Dingo Australia (08) 9311 9811

Fireless Fire Services (08) 9371 6913
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